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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Germany needs innovative and successful growth companies if it
is to maintain and develop its strong competitive position as a location for innovation. The ideas of these companies can fundamentally transform existing markets and create new ones. It is not
merely a question of establishing “unicorns” (start-ups valued at
over $1 billion) in Germany – growth companies operating in the
business-to-business (B2B) market are also key to innovative ecosystems and the digital transformation of existing industries.

Status quo
1. Germany is not doing enough to tap into the growth potential of young high-tech companies.
a. More and more capital is becoming available for startups in Germany, especially in the business-to-consumer
(B2C) market.
b. However, even though the situation has improved in
recent years, raising finance to establish and grow knowledge-/technology- and capital-intensive growth companies
remains a significant challenge, particularly in the B2B
market.1 And it is this sector that provides the greatest
opportunities for Germany in the context of digitalisation
(Industrie 4.0, Internet of Things (IoT), etc.).2

2. Insufficient access to growth finance (including venture
capital) remains one of the key weaknesses of Germany’s
innovation system. Moreover, it takes longer to raise capital
because access to venture capital is less standardised, especially in comparison to the United States of Amercia (USA).
a. The availability of capital in the seed and early start-up
phase is increasing in Germany (although it still lags

behind other countries around the world). However, technology-driven growth companies frequently need between
10 and 50 million euros for each financing round during
their growth phase, and it can be very difficult for them
to raise capital on this scale among German and/or European investors. By way of comparison, total venture
capital investment by region in 2017 was 300% higher
in Asia and the USA than in Europe. This “venture capital
gap” between Europe and the USA and Asia is particularly
pronounced during the later growth stages.3
b. Existing initiatives to increase the availability of venture
capital are welcome.4 However, although these make an
important contribution, they would be even more effective
if they were on a larger scale, more transparent and/or
less bureaucratic in certain respects.
c. The lack of venture capital (external finance/equity capital) in Europe and Germany is not without consequences.
Compared to domestically financed businesses, a higher
proportion of successful high-tech growth companies that
are co-financed by foreign investors are subsequently
sold to foreign investors or floated on foreign stock exchanges. This trend has increased in recent years.5
d. Initiatives to help companies raise capital domestically
during their growth phase would create a larger venture
capital scene in Germany and trigger a positive chain
reaction: as the number of home-grown exits6 increased,
Germany would become a more attractive location for
further venture capital investments. A bigger and more
established domestic venture capital scene with more
competition between investors would make it easier for
growth companies to find and raise capital from/in Germany, thereby strengthening the growth finance ecosystem.

1

|

See BVK 2018a, Ernst & Young 2019a, Handelsblatt 2018, Madhvani 2017, Metzger 2019.

2

|

See Achleitner/Lange 2019a; Achleitner/Lange 2019b; Kagermann/Winter 2018; Kagermann et al. 2016.

3

|

See BVK et al. 2018. See also section 2.1 (Status quo) of this study.

4

|

These include e.g. the recently established KfW Capital with its Fund Investment programme, the European Investment Fund (EIF), the seed and early-stage investor High-Tech-Gründerfonds
(HTGF) and coparion.

5

|

See Braun et al. 2019b.

6

|

An exit is a planned move by a private equity or venture capital company to sell an equity stake in order to realise a financial return. See Achleitner 2018b.
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3. There is a lack of alternative external financing instruments
outside of the established venture capital model.
a. There is a lack of patient (equity) capital: It often takes
high-tech companies ten years or more to go from the
start of the product development stage to profitability.
Traditional venture capital business models do not usually
invest over this length of time.

Such links and causalities should get more attention and policymakers could do more to address them. There is a huge opportunity for Germany to build pioneering, internationally important
ecosystems through collaboration between world-leading industrial enterprises and innovative growth companies in the fields of
Artificial Intelligence (AI), the IoT and Smart Services.9

Recommendations
b. Increasingly, growth companies are asking for hybrid financing7 (especially venture debt8) and innovative debt
capital. However, the demand for these instruments is
not currently being met in Germany. Some financial intermediaries (primarily banks) are starting to respond to
this demand with innovative concepts and ideas, for instance by making venture debt and innovative debt capital available to growth companies that are still in their
loss-making phase.
4. The (win-win) potential of cooperation between growth
companies, established businesses and academic institutions is not being fully leveraged.
a. Growth companies benefit from learning effects if they
directly deploy and/or continue the development of their
technology or business model in an industrial environment. The established businesses also benefit from cooperation with growth companies: They get “fresh ideas”
and cutting-edge digital technologies in the growth companies’ portfolios to drive their own digital transformation.
b. Major customers have a positive impact on the evaluation
of growth companies. They diminish concerns among
other customers and investors that the company could
fail due to its small size (liability of smallness) or its lack
of experience (liability of newness). This enhances the
company’s prospects of raising capital and continuing to
grow.
c. Orders from and joint projects with established companies
are also an important source of revenue for growth companies, allowing them to strengthen their internal financing and to increase their long-term investment possibilities in areas such as Research and Development (R&D).

1. Mobilise more growth capital for companies in Germany.
To do this, Germany needs a stronger domestic venture capital scene. This can be achieved through the following measures:
a. Mobilise venture capital from institutional investors, family offices, foundations and high-net-worth business angels: relax investment restrictions for institutional
investors and bring together the four investor groups referred to above for taking joint action to strengthen the
domestic venture capital market and create positive feedback effects for raising capital.
b. Leverage existing government instruments in order to
mobilise more private capital: Successful government
financing instruments10 should be expanded – both in
terms of their size (make more public capital available for
direct and fund investment, provided that it is at least
equally matched by private investors) and their structure
(focus on financing instruments that are specially tailored
to growth-companies). Some existing instruments also
have room for improvement, particularly in terms of transparency, speed of decision-making and effectiveness.
2. Create alternative external and internal financing instruments over and above the established venture capital
model.
a. Raise the profile of successful pioneering initiatives to
strengthen hybrid financing (such as venture debt) and
innovative debt financing in Germany, and make more
capital available to them (for instance through the new
“Tech Growth Fund” initiative).

7

|

Hybrid financing combines debt and equity characteristics.

8

|

Regulatory law in Germany defines venture debt as a form of debt financing. In practice, however, venture debt financing often makes use of “equity kickers”, an option for the lender to
benefit from possible value increase of the company. In economic terms and effects, the use of equity kickers means that venture debt becomes a hybrid financing instrument.

9

|

Smart Services are individually configured bundles of products and services that are supplied via the Internet. Smart Services are centred around users with their respective preferences and
needs as consumers, employees, citizens, patients, tourists, etc. Digital platforms are a key requirement for the formation and organisation of Smart Services (See Working Group Smart
Service World 2015 p. 4).

10 |
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These include the seed and early-stage instruments HTGF and coparion, the KfW Capital fund investors and the European Investment Fund (EIF).
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b. Develop supplementary models and evaluation tools
that are not based purely on a company’s historic financials, so that these can be used by banks to provide innovative debt capital to growth companies.
c. Launch a stakeholder dialogue on “patient capital” that
first and foremost brings together potential investors and
intermediaries in order to discuss the key question: which
additional instruments outside of the established venture
capital model could help to make “genuinely” patient
capital available for financing disruptive, capital-intensive
business ideas?
d. Establish a co-investment platform for direct investment
in growth companies. This new platform would seek to
create a liquid market for direct investment with a focus
on high-tech growth companies. Lead investors would
provide reliable evaluations and risk assessments of
growth companies. These could then be analysed, providing a basis for other (co-)investors to come on board.
The platform could also help to provide (more) patient
capital (see 2c) if investors could trade passive investment
interests on a secondary market. This would diminish the
pressure for a rapid exit.
3. Get better at leveraging the (win-win) potential of cooperation between established businesses, growth companies
and academic institutions.
a. Establish a jump-up initiative for fast-growing hightech companies. This would bring established businesses
and growth companies together with experienced “consultants” (e.g. top scientists from the fields of technology
and engineering) and successful entrepreneurs (who
would also contribute their own capital) with the goal of
working together in specific (cutting-edge) technology
fields – in small high-level taskforces.

b. Regional innovation clusters (comprising established
businesses, growth companies and academic institutions)
should be strengthened in order to get more hightech/B2B companies onto the growth path – for instance
through the creation and/or strengthening of professional
entrepreneurship centres at universities throughout Germany (the UnternehmerTUM centre at the Technical University of Munich is one possible model). The success of
these professional centres will depend on a number of
key factors such as: market-oriented approach, decoupled
from traditional university structures, own legal status
and the inclusion of industry. The German federal state
North Rhine-Westphalia and Hessen have already embarked on this path with specific initiatives such as the
“Exzellenz Start-up Center.NRW” or the “Masterplan” for
the region in and around Frankfurt.
c. Optimise conditions at universities so that the potential
of experienced professors, especially in the technological
sciences, can be leveraged in order to create more hightech start-ups. This should include transparent regulations
and faster procedures for resolving questions about the
rights and responsibilities of university lecturers who wish
to start a company and engage in entrepreneurial activities in parallel with their role at the university. Universities
should also use the number of spin-offs as one of the
quality criteria for their technological science evaluation.
Moreover, universities should take applicants’ practical
commercial experience into account in the recruitment
process for professors.
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1 Objectives
A lack of capital for high-tech growth companies is one of the
key weaknesses of Germany’s innovation system. This weakness
is becoming a serious competitive disadvantage, especially in the
context of the radical technological innovation, new business models
and rapid growth demanded by the digital transformation.
In a joint project with KfW and Deutsche Börse, acatech brought
together a range of actors from the financial sector with hightech growth companies, representatives of academia and industry
(see Figure 1) in order to carry out a detailed analysis of the
status quo and formulate recommendations for government,
academia and industry.

The project focused on the field of AI and its applications in the
business-to-business (B2B) sector, an area that offers particularly
promising opportunities for Germany (keywords: Industrial IoT11
and Industrie 4.012). In this study, the term high-tech companies
specifically refers to knowledge-intensive companies that produce
technology-driven innovations and have business models focused
on industrial applications.
This study also concentrates on the growth phase of high-tech
companies. This is the phase in which companies scale up their
business model, for instance by expanding and developing their
production capacity and/or tapping into new markets. It is during
this phase that it becomes clear whether the company’s business
model has the ingredients to be competitive and successful over
the longer term. The growth phase is also of interest from a
macroeconomic perspective, in terms of value creation, job creation
and innovation.

acatech sought to provide a neutral platform that could help to
build a targeted growth finance know-how interface between
the technology and finance sectors.

In Germany and Europe there is currently a lack of capital to
finance specifically this growth phase. Thanks to a range of

Intermediaries

Growth companies

Academia

Investors

Figure 1: Expert panel for the project “Strengthening the growth finance ecosystem” (Source: Authors’ own illustration)

11 | The Internet of Things (IoT) is a term used to describe the evolutionary development of embedded systems. It encompasses the use of the Internet in manufacturing industry (to connect
data, services and things) and the comprehensive value chain integration that this enables (see acatech 2015, acatech 2011).
12 | The term “Industrie 4.0” refers to the fourth industrial revolution, a new stage in the organisation and management of the entire value chain throughout a product’s lifecycle. The product
lifecycle is geared towards customers’ increasing desire for customisation and encompasses everything from the original concept to ordering, development, manufacture, delivery to the end
customer and recycling, as well as all the associated services (see Plattform Industrie 4.0 2015).
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1

factors including new financing instruments such as the HighTech Gründerfonds (HTGF)13, recent years have seen some improvement in the availability of capital in the earlier financing
stages (seed/start-up phase), although there is still room for improvement compared to other countries around the world.14 However, the same cannot be said of the growth phase.
The study’s recommendations are not confined to the mobilisation
of traditional venture capital.15 They also highlight alternative
forms of financing and in particular the interfaces between hightech growth companies, established businesses16 and academic
institutions. These interfaces are key to building a strong competitive position in Germany with regard to industrial digitalisation.

Objectives

Scope of this study
This study focuses explicitly on innovation finance for growth
companies and does not address innovation finance for established businesses. Innovation finance for established businesses
is of course equally important as it enables them to maintain
and strengthen their innovativeness.17 However, the (innovation)
financing of established businesses is characterised by different
requirements and structural challenges, the analysis of which
would require a separate project. Fiscal incentives are also excluded from the scope of this study.

13 |

The HTGF claims to be Germany’s largest and most active seed investor, offering up to three million euros of capital per high-tech company (see HTGF 2019).

14 |

For instance, there is still insufficient financing for the pre-seed phase in Germany. Businesses in this phase are not yet eligible to receive capital from the HTGF, but are too advanced to
receive further grants from the EXIST programme for university-based business start-ups, for example.

15 |

Venture capital is equity capital from private and/or institutional investors that is invested in young, innovative companies with high growth potential through investment companies in
order to earn a financial return. The investors acquire a stake in the companies in question for a limited period of time. Unlike debt capital, where the investors earn their financial return
in the form of interest, with venture capital they rely entirely on the successful disposal of their stake in the company, for instance through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) or by selling it
to a third party. The high risk of such investments is offset by the high potential returns. In a broader sense, venture capital can be described as a form of private equity (PE) investment.
It is often also referred to as risk capital (see Achleitner 2018a, Breuer 2018, BVK et al. 2018, BVK 2019).

16 |

In this study, the term “established businesses” refers to large corporations and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that have been successfully competing in the market for some
time.

17 |

See Zimmermann 2019.
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industries, for example through the identification of innovations21 and by boosting patent activity.22

2 Status quo
n

Growth companies play an important role in an economy’s innovation system and in driving macroeconomic structural changes:
They continuously create new markets and their innovative technologies increase competition in existing markets.
This chapter provides an overview of the status quo with regard
to growth financing in Germany.

2.1 There is a lack of venture capital
in Germany and Europe
Venture capital performs important functions within a growth
finance ecosystem, especially in the three following respects:18
n

n

The importance of venture capital for growth companies:
Venture capital provides growth companies with the capital
they need to finance their growth. Furthermore, venture capital generally allows growth companies access to experienced
investors and the know-how and networks that they bring
with them (“Smart Money”). Many of the largest companies
in the world today were financed with venture capital when
they started out, including the likes of Microsoft, Alphabet
(Google), Amazon and Apple.19
20

The importance of venture capital for innovation: Venture
capital investments often focus on high-tech companies and
fast-growing industries. They support innovation in these

The importance of venture capital for value creation: There
is a close link between venture capital’s importance for innovation and its importance for creating value in the economy.23 Several studies describe positive impacts on the number of start-ups
and jobs and on economic income and/or growth.24 Venture
capital can also act as a catalyst for the digital transformation,
as illustrated by China’s rise to become an AI superpower.25

However, and in comparison to other regions of the world, there
is a lack of venture capital in Europe.26 It is true that there has
been substantial progress in recent times, with venture capital
investment in Europe almost quadrupling between 2012 and
2017 (see Figure 2).27 However, this improvement started from
a very low base. Moreover, there has been similar or even much
higher growth in venture capital investment in other parts of
the world that are in competition with Europe or rather Germany.
In 2017, for example, venture capital investment in the USA
and Asia was around four times higher than in Europe (see Figure 2).28
The differences between Europe, Asia and the USA are particularly
pronounced during the late growth phase.29 Average venture capital investment per company in Asia and the USA is substantially
higher than in Europe during this phase (see Figure 3).
Overall, it is evident that the volume of venture capital in Europe
and Germany has risen in recent years, even for the growth phase,
when between 10 and 50 million euros of capital is required for
each financing round.30

18 |

See especially Da Rin et al. 2013.

19 |

See BVK et al. 2018, Hengster 2016, Telekom Capital Partners/OC&C Strategy Consultants 2017.

20 |

See Da Rin et al. 2013.

21 |

See Hellmann/Puri 2000, Puri/Zarutskie 2012, Tian/Wang 2014.

22 |

Venture capital has a bigger impact on patent activity than R&D funding by large corporations. See Kortum/Lerner 2000, Hirukawa/Ueda 2008. Popov/Roosenboom 2012 also show
that venture capital has a positive impact on patent activity.

23 |

See Da Rin et al. 2013.

24 |

See Engel/Keilbach 2007, Popov/Roosenboom 2012, Puri/Zarutskie 2012.

25 |

See CB Insights 2018, Lee 2018.

26 |

See Achleitner/Lange 2019a, BMWi 2019, BVK et al. 2018, EIB 2019, IHK 2017.

27 |

See BVK et al. 2018.

28 |

N.B.: It is relatively difficult to find well researched and edited data comparing venture capital investments in Germany with the leading non-European venture capital countries (e.g.
comparing Germany with Japan, the USA and China). For instance, non-European countries are not included by the European Data Cooperative (EDC) pan-European statistics platform,
which is the source of some of the figures used by BVK et al. 2018. CB Insights and PitchBook supply figures for Germany, but they are not as detailed as their data for Asia and the USA
(they provide less comprehensive market coverage and thus do not paint as complete a picture of venture capital investment in Germany). Consequently, the figures reported both in this
section of the current study and in BVK et al. 2018 are mainly for the major global regions/countries: Europe, Asia and the USA. Additional data relating specifically to Germany that
allows comparison with other countries in Europe can be found e.g. in BVK 2018b. These figures reveal that Germany is one of the top three European countries for venture capital
investment, after the UK and France. However, it is important to remember that venture capital investment in Europe lags a long way behind other parts of the world.

29 |

See BVK et al. 2018.

30 |

See BVK 2018a, Ernst & Young 2019a, Hengster 2016, Madhvani 2017, Metzger 2019.
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Status quo
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Figure 2: Venture capital investment by portfolio company location in € bn (Source: BVK et al. 2018, graph slightly modified by
acatech. Source of figures: PwC, CB Insights, Roland Berger)

Despite these increases, however, the overall volume remains relatively low compared to other parts of the world.31

standardisation of access to venture capital in Germany and
Europe, a factor closely linked to the lack of capital. This further
hinders the establishment and ongoing professionalisation of
the venture capital landscape in Germany.

Some of the experts interviewed also criticised the inadequate

56.5
Early
Stage

Seed
Phase

Later
Stage

Expansion
Stage

Factor
ca. 3.7
24.4

Factor
ca. 1.6
10.7

5.7
1.6

1.0
USA

15.5

15.1

12.9

3.4
Europe

6.0
1.0
Asia

Figure 3: Median venture capital investment per company by development stage, Q1 2018, in € mn (Source: BVK et al. 2018, graph
slightly modified by acatech. Source of figures: PwC, CB Insights, Roland Berger)

31 |

Some participants in the expert interviews and workshops felt that rather than a lack of venture capital, the problem in Europe is the insufficient number and size of high-tech companies
to invest in (in other words, it is a chicken and egg problem). However, various studies demonstrate that a lack of access to venture capital has a negative impact on the growth finance
ecosystem. For more on this, see the beginning of this section and section 2.3 (which explains how capital accumulation for financing growth trigger positive chain reactions).
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“In the US, all the contracts and legal procedures for making
an investment are standardised. It makes no difference
whether it’s Facebook, Google or our own company – in the
US, everyone has to follow the same standardised procedures. As a result, the negotiation of contractual clauses is
fully transparent and takes no more than three to four days.
In Germany, nothing is standardised. You can’t negotiate a
twenty million euro contract without employing the services
of a notary and spending a lot of time and money. Rather
than a couple of days, it takes weeks, if not months. And the
process is different every time. This puts Germany at a clear
competitive disadvantage to the US.”
[View of a growth company]

2.2 More domestic venture capital
would strengthen value
creation in Germany
Some experts are concerned that the lack of venture capital will
cause European growth companies to leave Europe for other
parts of the world, especially the USA,32 resulting in a “sell-off”
of European technology.

“I know lots of people with really good ideas who were all
too quick to go to America because they felt there was no
chance of raising capital here in Germany. (…) The problem is
that there are very few people in Germany who are prepared
to provide risk capital. (…)”
[SAP founder D. Hopp in an interview with the Sunday edition
of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung]33
“While Europe develops the technology, the business often
ends up in the US. Take iZettle, a Swedish company that develops mobile payment technology. It was sold to PayPal for
2.2 billion dollars. There is no shortage of similar examples.”
[View of a growth company]

A recent study34 by the Chairs of Entrepreneurial Finance
at the Technical University of Munich found that
n

significantly more capital is invested in European
growth companies in financing rounds that include
foreign investors compared to financing rounds only
involving domestic investors,35

n

foreign investors invest in the most innovative and
promising growth companies, and

n

compared to domestically financed businesses, a very
high proportion (approx. two thirds) of growth companies that are co-financed by foreign investors aresubsequently sold to foreign investors or floated on
foreign stock exchanges (this exodus from Europe has
increased in recent years). The proportion for domestically financed businesses is only around one third.

What are the policy implications of this situation? Companies with
high capital requirements shouldn’t have to turn to non-European
investors simply because they can’t raise enough venture/growth
capital in Europe. This purely capital-led exodus could be prevented
by mobilising more domestic capital both in Germany and in Europe
as a whole (see recommendations in Chapter 3).
It should be stressed that this is not an argument in favour of restricting German growth companies’ access to foreign capital or
markets. On the contrary – many companies want to operate in
global markets or need the global market in order to successfully
scale up their business as quickly as possible. Foreign investors
help to provide know-how about and access to the major global
markets (especially the USA and China).

“In the US, we can find investors with over twenty years’
experience – this is hugely beneficial for us. Some of the big
venture capitalists in the US have teams of up to fifty people
dedicated entirely to advising companies like ours. They even
do some of the marketing for us. We urgently need such services if we want to compete with the rest of the world.”
[View of a growth company]

32 |

Based on own interviews with growth company founders. See also Braun et al. 2019b, BVK et al. 2018, Ernst & Young 2019b.

33 |

Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung 2019, p. 19 (authors’ translation).

34 |

See Braun et al. 2019b.

35 |

Approximately one third of all private growth financing rounds in Europe since 1990 have included foreign investors. The (total) sum invested in these international rounds is almost four
times as high as in domestic rounds. See Braun et al. 2019b.
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Consequently, an effective innovation policy must enable access to additional sources of financing rather than making it
harder for German growth companies to access foreign capital. Ideally, it must find ways of attracting foreign capital
without impacting negatively on value creation and employment
in Germany.

2.3 Measures to improve the
accumulation of capital for
financing growth trigger
positive chain reactions
From the individual company’s perspective, a lack of venture capital during the growth phase can prevent them from fulfilling
their potential. At a macroeconomic level, a break in the financing
chain at the growth stage can result in negative feedback effects
on start-up financing as well as on the “liveliness” and dynamics
of a start-up ecosystem as a whole: IPOs often call for pre-IPO financing of between 50 and 100 million euros. If a lack of venture
capital prevents growth companies from being floated on the
stock exchange, it means that they are being denied an important
vehicle for achieving long-term independence, while venture capitalists miss out on a key exit channel. The result is that potential
entrepreneurs are deterred from starting their own company,
while investors are deterred from investing in growth companies
(the chicken and egg problem).
For this reason alone, measures to improve capital accumulation
for financing growth would be an important trigger for a further
development of the German start-up-scene and to strengthen the
innovation system in Germany. Furthermore, such measures would
also trigger positive chain reactions within the growth finance
ecosystem, creating the following positive feedback effects.36
More venture capital would enable more successful exits for
German businesses and make Germany a more attractive location for capital investment:
Especially in the context of the digital transformation, the majority
of successful, fast-growing companies and business ideas come
from the USA and, increasingly, China.37 Successful large-scale
exits among German high-tech companies are comparatively rare,

Status quo

particularly if they stay in Germany. More venture capital in Germany would help to increase the number of exits. These success
stories would fuel interest among other venture capitalists, further
increasing Germany’s attractiveness as a location for capital investment.

“It is the lack of venture capital that is holding back innovation in Germany. We simply aren’t able to finance major innovations.”
[View of a growth company]

Bigger venture capital funds make this asset class more attractive to major investors and enable larger financing rounds.
German venture capital funds are small compared to other countries around the world, rarely exceeding 300 to 350 million euros
in size. The largest venture capital funds in the USA and China
are around nine times bigger.38 Bigger German funds would make
this asset class more attractive, especially to major investors such
as pension funds and insurance companies, but also to family offices and foundations. Funds usually only make a limited number
of deals. Accordingly, the bigger the fund, the more capital a
portfolio company can obtain in a financing round. Moreover,
bigger funds are also able to engage in riskier deals, because
they are able to spread the risk across a more diversified portfolio.
As a rule, this means that they are also better equipped to support
the development of global market leaders.39

“Venture capitalists make most of their money from followup financing, i.e. if they were already involved during the
early phase and then stay on board during the growth phase.
But if no money is available to finance the growth phase in
Germany, venture capitalists lose out on the best part of
their investment. They miss out on the bit after the early
phase, which is precisely when things start to get exciting.”
[View of an intermediary]

Large funds and financing rounds attract (top) venture capitalists40, while increased competition between investors can
lead to higher company valuations.
The best investors make their know-how, networks and capital
available to the funds that promise to deliver the highest absolute

36 |

BVK et al. 2018 presents a similar argument.

37 |

See CB Insights 2018, Lee 2018.

38 |

See BVK et al. 2018, IHK 2017. Exceptions include the billion euro fund of Rocket Internet and the billion euro fund being raised by Lakestar.

39 |

See BVK et al. 2018, Metzger/Bauer 2015.

40 |

By this, we mean the best managers of the relevant venture capital funds.
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returns – and these will usually occur in large funds and large financing rounds. A bigger venture capital scene generally also promotes greater investor specialisation. (Top) venture capitalists – of
which there are currently not enough in Germany – play an important role in the growth finance ecosystem.41 Moreover, increased
competition between investors for “good” investment opportunities
can potentially lead to higher growth company valuations.

2.4 There are not enough alternative
external financing instruments
outside of the established
venture capital model
2.4.1 There is not enough patient capital

“Meanwhile, we have trained a lot of people in the financial
sector in Germany and have built up a good talent pool. But
we need to train even more, as we have not yet reached a
critical mass. There is a point at which a network develops
among these people – this is absolutely key. It is still early
days – we are at a similar stage to where investment banking
was ten years ago.”
[View from academia]
“We are witnessing a noticeable decline in generalist investors – the need for investors to specialise has become
much greater. Highly specialised investors are able to evaluate a company’s business model much more quickly. The US
is ahead of us in this respect – they have more specialised investors than Germany.”
[View of an intermediary]
“I know of one case where a major German investor was planning to make a relatively small investment. Then a big foreign technology company came along with a higher
valuation and the German investor increased their investment accordingly. Without this competition, the German investor would only have invested one third as much. We need
this competition! A lack of competing investors drives down
the valuations of young businesses.”
[View of an intermediary]

Capital- and knowledge-intensive technologies can take a particularly long time to develop.42 It often takes high-tech companies
ten years or more to go from the start of the product development
stage to the exit. The traditional venture capital model with its
inherent incentive systems is not geared towards these long
timescales. This can result in a failure to fully leverage the potential of extremely innovative companies.
Patient capital43 can help to close the gap, making it possible to
finance the often lengthy development process of complex technologies and systems which enable associated innovative and
disruptive business models. However, there is currently not enough
patient capital in the markets.

“We need more sources of patient capital. No investor wants
to wait 15 years! But that is exactly what disruptive business
models need.”
[View of an intermediary]

Some countries have launched initiatives aimed at improving
availability of patient capital, for instance the British Patient Capital Programme and the recently approved Long-Term Stock Exchange (LTSE) in the USA.44 However, it remains to be seen
whether such initiatives will actually succeed in improving access
to patient capital. While the UK programmes are worth billions
of pounds, most are still based on the traditional venture capital
model with its well-known incentive structures. But there is no
guarantee that simply injecting more capital will necessarily lead
to more patience in the system. It will nonetheless be important
to keep monitoring the UK initiatives, despite these doubts about
whether they will actually result in more patient capital.
Alongside the other alternatives discussed below, patient capital
is an important structural element for external financing outside
of the established venture capital model – and it is currently underdeveloped in Germany.

41 |

See section 2.1.

42 |

See Ewens et al. 2018.

43 |

Also referred to as long-term capital. For more details, see also Braun/Lange 2018, Dodgson/Gann 2018, HM Treasury 2018.

44 |

See Dodgson/Gann 2018, HM Treasury 2018, LTSE 2019.
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2.4.2 There is a lack of hybrid capital
and innovative debt capital
Hybrid capital and innovative debt capital are two further alternative external financing instruments that could be made more
widely available in Germany.
1. There is not enough hybrid capital
Also known as mezzanine capital, hybrid capital combines debt
and equity characteristics. One form of hybrid capital is venture
debt, a specific loan to a growth company which is often combined
with the option for the lender to benefit from possible value increase of the company (known as an “equity kicker”).45
Venture debt has a number of advantages as a complementary
source of capital for growth companies. These include:
n

Partnership interests not diluted: Unlike the recruitment of
additional equity investors, venture debt does not initially dilute the value of the shares and voting rights of the company’s existing partners.46

n

Lower capital costs: As a rule, the costs associated with venture debt are lower than the returns expected by venture capitalists.

n

Greater flexibility: Growth companies can use venture debt
for whatever they need to, without first having to obtain the
approval of equity investors.

capital market (see section 2.1). Companies can only take on venture
debt if they have already obtained venture capital – that’s why venture capitalists perform a kind of gatekeeper function for venture
debt providers.48 Moreover, venture debt products are a relatively
recent phenomenon in Germany compared to other countries such
as the USA. While some domestic and foreign banks are starting to
experiment with such products in Germany, many growth companies
have little knowledge of the products in question or of where to obtain them. Furthermore, many banks still lack the experience needed
to establish the relevant products in the German market.

“Venture debt products are still fairly new in Germany – we are only
just starting to develop them. These products are usually more complex, it is a specialised segment. It is likely that a handful of actors
offering this type of product will emerge on the German market, for example KfW, HypoVereinsbank, Deutsche Handelsbank, Silicon Valley Bank and perhaps a couple of the major savings banks. The number of providers will remain relatively low.”
[View of an intermediary]

The insufficient supply of these instruments in Germany is also
linked to the design of existing government funding programmes. These focus primarily on49
n
earlier financing phases such as the seed and start-up phases (e.g. European Recovery Program (ERP) Capital for Startups, EXIST and the HTGF) or
n

Technology-intensive growth companies in Germany are increasingly asking for hybrid capital.47

Status quo

other types of business (i.e. not growth companies), with
examples including the KfW funding programme “ERP-Mezzanine for Innovation” with a focus on established small and
medium sized companies (SMEs) and the Micro-Mezzanine
Fund Germany which is aimed specifically at microenterprises
(max. €50,000 per company).

“We are witnessing growing demand for mezzanine capital
among businesses, including those requiring large sums of
capital. Alongside other financing instruments, mezzanine is
a good source of capital for innovative companies.”
[View of an intermediary]

While there is no denying the importance of these programmes,
they cannot adequately meet the capital requirements of technology-intensive growth companies in terms of their goals and/or
maximum investment level.

However, this increased demand is currently not being met in
Germany. This is partly due to the relatively underdeveloped venture

The merger of the ERP special fund with the European Investment
Fund (EIF) in spring 2016 to create the “ERP/EIF Mezzanine
Fund of Funds for Germany” (which includes venture debt funds)

45 |

Regulatory law defines venture debt as a form of debt financing. However, the use of equity kickers means that in economic terms venture debt is effectively a hybrid financing instrument.

46 |

See EIB 2019, Jazdowski 2018.

47 |

In addition to the expert interviews carried out for this study, see also EIB 2019 and Jazdowski 2018.

48 |

This gatekeeper function works as follows: if (leading) investors have invested in a company, it follows that they must have already carried out due diligence (to a high standard) and
established that the company has good growth and success prospects. The specialised venture capitalists’ assessment then feeds into the lender’s decision on whether to offer the
company venture debt.

49 |

See BMWi 2019 for a comprehensive overview of existing government funding instruments for financing start-ups and growth.
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constitutes a step in the right direction. Through this initiative,
the ERP, EIF and other partners are strengthening equity and
mezzanine financing by a total volume of €600 million (as of
January 2019). Once again, however, the focus is not on hightech growth companies with high capital demand, but on investments in “German SMEs and young fast-growing companies. (…)
The average volume of investment is between €10 million and
€20 million.”50 Furthermore, access is only provided to capital
from private-sector funds – direct investment in growth companies
is not catered for.
2. There is not enough innovative debt capital
Debt capital has some advantages over other types of financing,
particularly the fixed/predictable interest rates and the generally
short period between applying for a loan and receiving the capital. However, banks usually require certain conditions to be met
before they will grant a loan, for example adequate levels of working capital/current assets, a positive cash flow and a business
model that has demonstrated its sustainability in terms of both
sales and customer base. Since most growth companies are unable to meet these requirements, it is almost impossible for them
to access conventional bank loans and other traditional forms of
debt financing.51

“The traditional banks couldn’t help us even if they wanted
to. Their in-house processes and compliance regulations
don’t allow them to lend to us. We have a borrowing limit of
1,000 euros with our company bank.”
[View of a growth company]
“We need a lot of working capital, for example to cover our
stock and accounts receivable. We also offer our products for
hire, so we only get the money when they are returned. Although this means that we have to find a lot of cash up
front, the risk of default is relatively small and manageable.
We are desperately keen to borrow more capital for these
purposes, but the banks won’t give us anything because we
are a growth company and don’t meet their lending criteria.”
[View of a growth company]

Innovative debt instruments for growth companies must use alternative assessment models that are not based purely on an analysis
of the company’s past balance sheets and are in some respects
more reminiscent of project financing instruments. In other words,
decisions on whether to grant loans to finance growth or working
capital should place greater emphasis on a company’s future potential and employ sub-market testing when assessing the risks.

2.5 Cooperation between growth
companies, established
businesses and academic
institutions strengthens the
growth finance ecosystem
Growth companies can benefit enormously from collaboration
with established businesses and are increasingly open to this
form of cooperation.52 For instance, growth companies benefit
from learning effects with regard to the application of their
technology or business model if they are able to directly deploy
their solutions in an industrial environment. Moreover, major/key
customers can have a positive impact on the evaluation of growth
companies by sending a strong signal to other investors and
potential new customers that they believe in the growth company
and are successfully using its products and services in their own
business. Orders from and joint projects with established companies are also an important source of revenue for growth companies,
allowing them to strengthen their internal financing and increase
their long-term investment in areas such as R&D.53

“We were also able to finance ourselves right from the outset, because we were providing services to customers at the
same time as we were developing our software. The first time
we resorted to external financing was when the company
was floated on the stock exchange in 1988 [it was founded
in 1972]. By that point, we were already the undisputed market leaders in Europe.”
[SAP founder D. Hopp in an interview with the Sunday edition
of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung]54

50 |

BMWi 2019, p. 3.

51 |

In the future, debt could also play a more important role in financing innovation in established businesses. Today, SMEs in particular primarily use internal financing (mainly their retained
operating profits) to finance innovation. However, this constitutes a very limited source of capital, especially for delivering costly cutting-edge innovations connected with the digital transformation. Debt could provide a valuable additional source of innovation financing specifically for SMEs. At present, however, very few providers offer access to this kind of facility (see
Zimmermann 2019).

52 |

See BDI 2016, BDI/Deutsche Bank 2018, BVK 2018a, Can et al. 2018, Ernst & Young 2019a, IHK 2017, UnternehmerTUM/Wissensfabrik 2014, Wallisch/Hemeda 2018.

53 |

See Achleitner et al. 2016, Achleitner/Lange 2019b, UnternehmerTUM/Wissensfabrik 2014.

54 |

Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung 2019, p. 19 (authors’ translation).
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Cooperation with established businesses also provides an important source of external financing for growth companies. They
can benefit from the fact that many established businesses have
their own venture capital firms that they use specifically to invest
in innovative new technologies.55

“Private investors are particularly important for us. I’m talking about wealthy entrepreneurs in the manufacturing industry, cash-rich SMEs with their own manufacturing operation
that have often been run by the same family for decades.
These guys are bold, they have the money, and they know
the market. They want to establish links with the new world
of digital business models – our world. We work with people
like this, they finance our growth.”
[View of a growth company]

Case studies highlight importance of
cooperation between growth companies
and established businesses
By cooperating with BMW, 3D printing specialist EOS
gained a strategically important customer that boosted
its internal financing at an early stage in their development. The partnership with BMW also helped to improve
the quality of its technology and provided access to new
areas of application. Today, EOS is a leader in the field of
industrial 3D printing.56 The fact that the company has
now established its own venture capital fund demonstrates
the leverage effects that can be created by successful
growth companies in the growth finance ecosystem.
relayr is a technology company focused on IoT, AI and
B2B. Cooperation with reinsurance provider Munich Re
helped relayr to win new orders and customers, e.g. by
providing data insights for container ship insurance. The
partnership ultimately provided relayr with a domestic
exit channel when it was bought by Munich Re for €300
million.

Status quo

But it is not just the growth companies that stand to gain – there
are also benefits for established businesses. Cooperation with
growth companies allows them to access new technologies
that help accelerate their own digital transformation and review
their business model in the light of digitalisation. In many cases,
it also provides an opportunity to forge ties with the providers of
an innovative solution before their competitors get their hands
on it.57 For some smaller established businesses, cooperation with
growth companies can even be key to their survival, since they
may lack sufficient resources of their own (such as capital or
technical expertise) to independently develop strategies for digitalisation and for unlocking the potential of new technologies.58
The cooperation with growth companies can take various different
forms: Established businesses may choose to acquire an interest
in a growth company, or they may adopt a targeted strategy of
identifying and developing start-ups and growth companies as
future suppliers and partners.59
However, many established businesses are failing to leverage
the potential of cooperation with German growth companies
– either because their primary focus for investment opportunities
is in the USA and Asia (even though the opportunities to invest
are improving in Germany and Europe60) or because their initial
contacts/demonstration projects don’t always translate into longterm cooperation. Moreover, particularly with smaller established
businesses, if cooperation occurs at all it is often entirely down
to chance (e.g. thanks to management’s personal network).61

Practical example
Viessmann is an established family business which
makes heating, industrial and refrigeration systems. It
launched the venture capital firms Vito Ventures and
Vito.One specifically for investments in digital transformation business models. In order to pool even more capital for larger financing initiatives, Viessmann has also invested in the La Famiglia technology fund. This fund aims
to promote links between traditional, established businesses in Germany and the country’s innovative high-tech
scene.62

55 |

See CB Insights 2018, Ernst & Young 2019a.

56 |

See Beise/Schäfer 2016.

57 |

See Achleitner/Lange 2019b, BDI/Deutsche Bank 2018, Can et al. 2018, UnternehmerTUM/Wissensfabrik 2014, VDMA/EBS 2019.

58 |

See BDI/Deutsche Bank 2018, VDMA/EBS 2019.

59 |

BMW refers to this as the “Venture Client” model. Through the targeted approach of its BMW Startup Garage, it becomes a customer of innovative start-up solutions and promotes direct
cooperation in real projects with the business units – all with the aim of building a long-term relationship.

60 |

See section 3.1.

61 |

See BDI/Deutsche Bank 2018, IHK 2017, Wallisch/Hemeda 2018.

62 |

See Handelsblatt 2016.
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The win-win potential also applies to the cooperation with academic institutions. These play an important role in the growth
finance ecosystem, especially in terms of the establishment of
new high-tech start-ups, the transfer of know-how and personnel
from research to industry and the technical expertise needed to
evaluate innovative technologies.63
Linking academic research to industrial applications creates huge
potential for innovation – and this is an area where Germany still
has room for improvement. Especially at universities, the current
conditions and incentive structures make it difficult for academics
to start a business connected with their academic work and engage in entrepreneurial activities in parallel with their role at the
university.64 Moreover, there are growing signs of a shift in recruitment policy for technological science posts – the appointment
of university professors with industry experience and a practical
focus is becoming less and less common. If this trend persists
over the longer term, it could weaken the links between academia
and industry.65

“We have several globally unique, relevance-driven engineering science institutes in Germany that carry out outstanding
research. They are home to an incredible wealth of expertise
and capabilities – everything you need to create high-tech
start-ups is right there. However, the terms of most university
professorships prevent these competencies from being used
to establish and grow new high-tech companies. There is a
huge amount of untapped potential here.”
[View from academia]
“If you visit some of the big universities in Switzerland, you’ll
find academics who know about digitalisation and put this
knowledge into practice. The Swiss have better mechanisms
for transferring research into practice. For example, a professor in Switzerland will meet more colleagues who sit on company supervisory boards in the space of three weeks than
they would in three years at a German university.”
[View from academia]

Germany does have some public and private initiatives aimed at
facilitating cooperation or at least finding potential partners.
These include the new Digital Hub Initiative and associated
Startup Finder66 from the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy (BMWi), regional technology clusters such as
it’s OWL67, UnternehmerTUM and RWTH Aachen University’s Technology Campus68, a variety of mostly regional mentoring programmes and workshop series (Founders Foundation, Paderborn
University’s Garage 33, Bielefeld University’s Innovation Centre
Campus, etc.) and the “Plug-and-Play” platform.
However, the potential of cooperation between growth companies, established businesses and academic institutions in
Germany is still not being fully leveraged. For instance, individual
flagship initiatives are only found in certain regions and are completely absent from others, including some where there is a strong
university tradition.69 As well as a shortage of locations for networking, there is also often a lack of concrete formats for promoting functional cooperation.

“Why do I still have to fly to Silicon Valley to sit around a
table and discuss cooperation and financing options with established German companies? We’re both from Munich, but
we only ever meet in Silicon Valley. It’s absurd.”
[View of a growth company]

For example, the BMWi’s Startup Finder facilitates initial contacts
between established businesses and growth companies. However,
it can prove difficult to progress from these initial contacts to the
development of concrete forms of cooperation such as a
project/network involving several relevant actors and the targeted
pooling of know-how and capital. Ongoing support and networking is required at this stage, for instance in the shape of the
jump-up initiative proposed in Chapter 3.

63 |

See Achleitner/Lange 2019a, Madhvani 2017.

64 |

See BMBF 2017.

65 |

See acatech 2018a, acatech 2018b.

66 |

The Startup Finder is a public database aimed at facilitating contacts between SMEs and industrial entrepreneurs from all the digital hubs. See www.de-hub.de

67 |

This network has 200 partners, including 19 universities.

68 |

The aim is to build strong networks of research and industrial partners. 360 tech companies have “enrolled” on the campus.

69 |

See Deloitte 2018.
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3 Recommendations
3.1 Mobilise more domestic capital
for financing growth in Germany
3.1.1 Mobilise venture capital from institutional
investors, foundations, family offices and
high-net-worth business angels
Increased venture capital investment by pension funds and
insurance companies is by far the most important means of mobilising more venture capital. However, this will require three
conditions to be met: the investments must be a) attractively
implementable given regulatory restrictions, b) they must be
possible (i.e. there must be sufficient investment opportunities)
and c) they must be profitable.
At a policy level, it will therefore be necessary to relax the regulatory restrictions on investments by big institutional investors. Insurance companies, pension funds and banks are required to maintain an equity risk buffer for their investments.70 The high equity requirements are one of the reasons that venture capital currently
remains an unattractive asset class for institutional investors.71
Institutional investors are also the focus of efforts to stimulate
and support the capital raising feedback effects described in section 2.3. Europe’s largest pension funds and schemes manage
assets worth approximately €7 trillion. It would take less than
one percent of this to close the venture capital gap between Europe and the USA.72 It is figures on this scale that can make a
telling contribution to strengthening the growth finance ecosystem. At the same time, growing numbers of globally competitive
growth companies are emerging in the B2B sector in Europe
as a consequence of the continent’s industrial structures. These
companies also constitute an attractive investment opportunity
for global investors and major institutional investors (see information panel in the blue box on this page). This development still requires increased visibility in some quarters, in order
to increase awareness of investment opportunities in Europe
among as many institutional investors as possible.

Recommendations

Investment opportunities in Europe
are improving
Major insurers, pension funds and established businesses
generally prefer to make venture capital investments in
the USA or Asia rather than in Germany, among other
things because of a perception that the returns will be
higher. However, investment opportunities in Germany
and the rest of Europe are becoming increasingly attractive,
particularly at the current point in time. German growth
companies are attaining a maturity level that ought to
attract interest from major investors. There are some particularly good investment opportunities in the field of
Industrie 4.0. Smart factories connect products, machinery,
warehousing systems and operating resources in order to
provide customers with highly customised products at
mass market prices. The solutions required to make this
possible are increasingly coming from innovative, fastgrowing start-ups in Germany and the rest of Europe.73

“Silicon Valley has become expensive. Nowadays, investing in
an average to below-average idea can cost you a small fortune. In Germany, the opposite is true – you can invest in
some incredibly good ideas without breaking the bank. The
opportunities are huge.”
[View of a growth company]
“All our major companies hang around the West Coast of the
US looking for investment opportunities. But they are only
third-class citizens there, they would have a much better
chance of finding something here in Germany. Germany is exceptionally well placed to position itself as a leader in B2B
growth financing. I’m not saying they should stop looking for
opportunities in the US, but they would be well advised to
also invest here in Germany, particularly at the moment.”
[View of an intermediary]

As well as the big institutional investors and venture capital
funds of established businesses, other institutional investors
such as family offices, foundations and wealthy private investors
can also play an important part in mobilising more capital in

70 |

Insurance companies are covered by the EU’s Solvency I and II directives, while banks are covered by Basel regulations I to III.

71 |

See BVK et al. 2018, Telekom Capital Partners/OC&C Strategy Consultants 2017.

72 |

See BVK et al. 2018, Welt 2018.

73 |

See Beise/Schäfer 2016, BVK 2018a, Ernst & Young 2015, Ernst & Young 2018, Ernst & Young 2019a, Handelsblatt 2018, Kagermann/Winter 2018, Madhvani 2017, Metzger 2019, NKF
2018, Wirtschaftswoche 2019.
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Germany. In addition to investing capital, such investors would
ideally also bring their market knowledge and technological expertise to the table, e.g. they have previously held positions as
(technical) managers with major companies and/or started their
own successful businesses (keyword: “Smart Money”). Significantly
more capital could be mobilised for financing growth if a way
could be found to pool some of their capital investments (at present, smaller investors often operate in a highly fragmented, individual manner and only invest relatively small sums). The new
co-investment platform proposed in section 3.2 is one possible
vehicle for achieving this.

The potential role of foundations in the
growth finance ecosystem
During the current period of sustained low interest rates,
foundations are coming under growing pressure to invest
their capital more profitably so that they can support
their work more effectively or at least maintain the capital’s real value in order to secure their long-term viability.74
In recent years, the growth rate of the capital available
from foundations has increasingly fallen short of its potential, creating a “foundation shortfall”.75 In some cases,
investing in venture capital could help to tackle this problem. Investments that address both an interest in alternative forms of investment and promotion of the foundation’s goals could prove to be especially attractive (for
example direct investment in an environmental technology
start-up by a foundation that works in the field of sustainability).

3.1.2 Expand and improve the effectiveness of
existing government instruments in order
to mobilise more capital

other fund investors. These government instruments can help to
mobilise more private venture capital in the relevant funds. Instruments such as fund investments by KfW Capital and the coinvestment fund coparion (which invests directly in start-ups)76
are positive examples of government initiatives in this area.
While these instruments are both welcome and necessary, the
size of the investments needs to increase. At present, KfW Capital can invest a maximum of €25 million in any one fund. This
is simply not enough to make a meaningful difference for innovative, technology-intensive growth companies with high capital
requirements.

“Here in Germany, we are unable to deliver big innovations.
Not because there is any shortage of ideas, but because we
lack the necessary financing models. When it comes to financing, we think small. Then we start small. And we end up
staying small.”
[View of a growth company]

Moreover, all future government initiatives and (fund) investments
should observe the following two principles. Firstly, they should
be managed by experienced professional investors. And secondly,
the government’s involvement in the funds should not stand in
the way of quick and transparent decision-making.

“The EIB [European Investment Bank] is becoming increasingly important for growth companies, too. It has funds
worth billions of euros. But there is a lack of transparency
regarding its instruments and funding programmes. It’s all
very unclear and confusing. Hidden away in the small print
in paragraph 100 on page 150, it says that companies like
ours are eligible for support worth €300,000. But how is
anyone supposed to find this information?”
[View of a growth company]

The State can itself act as an investor in professionally managed
private funds, e.g. by providing capital on the same terms as

74 |

According to the Association of German Foundations (Bundesverband Deutscher Stiftungen), in 2018 almost 40% of all foundations said that the rate of return on their investments was
below the current inflation rate – this compares to a figure of 11% in 2016. See BVDS 2018.
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See BVDS 2019.
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KfW Capital is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the KfW Group that started trading in October 2018. Its goal is to strengthen the venture capital ecosystem, improving access to capital for
innovative tech companies in Germany. With the support of the Federal Government’s ERP Special Fund, KfW Capital will invest approximately two billion euros in German and European
venture capital- and venture debt funds over the next ten years. See KfW 2018a, KfW 2018b, KfW Capital 2019.
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3.2 Address the demand of
alternative external and internal
financing instruments – outside
of the established venture
capital model
3.2.1 Increase the offer of hybrid capital and
innovative debt, e.g. by raising the profile
of the first successful innovative initiatives
in these areas
A few pioneering (and in some cases new) actors on the German
market are starting to respond to the growing demand for hybrid
capital and innovative debt capital for growth companies by developing innovative business models and/or initiatives. The
boundaries of former no-go areas – such as granting loans to
growth companies that lack collateral – are being challenged
and pushed forward.
Raising the profile of these new initiatives would help to
further stimulate the market. The following developments are
especially relevant in this context:
Some providers in Germany are now starting to make venture
debt available for companies to finance their growth and/or
operating resources. Instead of requiring traditional collateral,
these providers evaluate companies on the basis of their future
value creation potential and whether any (top) venture capitalists
have invested in them.77 Some domestic and foreign banks are
currently experimenting with such products in Germany, for example KfW and Silicon Valley Bank.78 German companies such
as the language learning platform Babbel and air taxi manufacturers Lilium are already using these offers to help finance their
growth.79 A number of venture debt funds have also been established, for example the Davidson Shamir Technology Growth Debt
Fund, which specialises in European tech companies, with a
strong focus on Germany. Other European providers include the
Harbert Management Corporation, Kreos Capital and Bootstrap

Recommendations

Europe. In addition, KfW Capital invests part of its budget explicitly in venture debt funds.80
In 2018, the Federal Government launched the “Tech Growth
Fund Initiative”.81 The initiative aims to strengthen the venture
debt financing market in Germany – which is still underdeveloped
compared to other countries – through a range of measures such
as the KfW programme “Venture Tech Growth Financing”. Under
this programme, which is set to run for at least five years, KfW
will make a total of €50 million a year directly available to innovative tech-sector growth companies. Financing under the programme requires the involvement of a private lender as a financing partner who generally contributes 50% of the financing (on
the same terms). Moreover, private venture capitalists must have
a stake in the company.82 Most of the current financing partners
are banks such as the HypoVereinsbank, Silicon Valley Bank and
Deutsche Handelsbank. In principle, however, funds and family
offices can also act as financing partners.
Since the end of 2016, the EIB has been providing venture debt
financing for innovative tech companies requiring between €7.5
million and €50 million. According to its own figures, this makes
the EIB the biggest venture debt investor in Europe.83 While in
this case, too, companies are not required to provide the usual
collateral or evidence of profitability, they must have high growth
potential and innovative technologies.84
Innovative debt capital is another area where investors are faced
with the challenge of developing appropriate evaluation tools
that take a balanced view of typical growth company features
(high degree of innovation, very limited collateral, low/no profits)
when assessing the risk of default. However, some innovative initiatives are starting to appear. The Deutsche Handelsbank provides special loans for start-ups and growth companies in the
digital sector. Through interviews with applicants, the Deutsche
Handelsbank seeks to gain an impression of how sustainable
the business model is and assesses the composition and experience of their team and current investors. The loans can be used
for various purposes, e.g. to finance growth or operating resources.85 The HypoVereinsbank is another provider that offers
similar instruments in Germany.
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See Hesse et al. 2016.
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See Gründerszene 2018a, Gründerszene 2018b.
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See Gründerszene 2018a.
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See KfW Capital 2019.
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A joint initiative of the Federal Government and KfW, the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the European Investment Fund (EIF).
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The funds are made available directly to the company at market conditions. See KfW 2019.
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See EIB 2019.
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See EIB 2018a, EIB 2018b.
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See Deutsche Handelsbank 2019.
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In the future, innovative debt instruments could also be established in connection with the IoT. For example, Commerzbank
offers pay-per-use loans for IoT-enabled machinery that automatically sends usage data to the bank. The repayment terms are
adjusted based on the actual usage of the asset on which the
loan was taken out.86

sides. Investor business models are geared towards obtaining a
financial return without tying up their capital in the company for
too long. From the entrepreneur’s perspective, however, the development of knowledge-intensive technologies and the associated
business models requires patience on behalf of investors.

3.2.2 Launch a stakeholder dialogue on
“patient capital”

“Investors don’t understand the technical side of what we do
here. I always keep our conversations very simple, I talk a bit
about our industry and all the stuff you can do with our
technology. We also tell them that we have lots of patents.
But investors simply aren’t interested in the technical details
of our technology and why we need longer financing horizons for it.”
[View of a growth company]

The relevant actors from industry, academia and government
should launch a new, high-level stakeholder dialogue to address
the following question:
Which additional instruments – in addition to the established
venture capital model – could help to make patient capital available for financing disruptive, capital-intensive business ideas?
Some pointers as to how this question might be answered can
be provided by other asset classes (e.g. private equity87) with its
open-ended or evergreen funds.88 The previously mentioned patient capital initiatives in other countries also offer valuable food
for thought.
The stakeholder dialogue should first and foremost include actors
from the following areas:
n
The Federal Government and KfW (e.g. to address the regulatory framework and how government instruments can be
leveraged to mobilise more patient capital).
n

Major institutional investors and other venture capitalists
(who might be induced to invest more in patient capital if
the right instruments and incentive systems existed).

n

Foundations (which usually have long-term goals and longterm investment horizons).

n

Wealthy private individuals/high-net-worth business angels and family offices (some of these stakeholders are particularly well qualified to evaluate technologies, either
because they have previously started their own business or
have worked in the relevant industries).

The stakeholder dialogue could also be used to discuss ways of
highlighting differences in the planning horizons of investors and
businesses in order to prevent unrealistic expectations on both

3.2.3 Establish a co-investment platform for direct
investment in growth companies
A platform for direct investment in high-tech growth companies
with a secondary market would help to reconcile the shorter
investment horizons of investors with companies’ need for
longer-term financing in order to realise business models with
a particularly long development phase, thereby providing more
patient capital. A new co-investment platform could fulfil this
function operationally.
The conditions for establishing such a platform appear to be
favourable – especially among institutional investors, there is
growing interest in investing directly in innovative, fast-growing
companies without having to go through a fund. Many choose
to do this through co-investments, where they invest in a company
directly alongside a venture capital firm. One of the main reasons
for going down this route is that they themselves are not usually
able to make an informed decision about these investments – as
a rule, only specialist investors like venture capital fund managers
possess the specific knowledge needed to evaluate a young hightech company. Any market for direct investment therefore relies
heavily on the experience and expertise of these specialist investors who a) provide professional assistance with selecting suitable investments by making their knowledge available to the
market and by investing their own money (“signalling”) and b)
actively support the growth companies with their market expertise.
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Commerzbank 2019.
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Private equity (PE) is equity capital provided by private and/or institutional investors that is used by private equity firms to acquire stakes in companies for a limited period of time in order
to obtain a financial return. In the narrow sense, it only includes financing of established businesses, but venture capital investments may also be included in the wider definition. See
Achleitner 2018a.
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In open-ended or evergreen funds, returns from the investment are repaid back to the fund or company vehicle for subsequent reinvestment in order to make returns over longer periods.
See Dodgson/Gann 2018.
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Accordingly, specialist investors play a key lead investor role in
the proposed co-investment platform outlined below.

Growth companies, specialised active investors and non-specialised
passive investors would all benefit from the proposed co-investment platform for direct investment with a secondary market:

“The market for growth financing is not working in
terms of supply and demand. It needs to be automated,
standardised and made more objective.”
[View of a growth company]

Growth companies would have more time to develop complex
technologies and the associated business models (keyword: patient
capital) because, unlike the traditional venture capital model
with its inherent incentive structures, the model is not focused
on a rapid exit: The secondary market allows individual investors
to acquire/dispose of an interest without the entire company
having to be sold. The co-investment model also facilitates larger
financing rounds and significantly reduces the time and effort
that growth companies need to devote to raising capital.

Outline of the proposed
co-investment platform
A lead investor such as a highly-specialised venture capital
fund provides information on the platform about what
they consider to be a profitable investment in an innovative high-tech company. This lead investor plans to invest
in the company itself and use its own market expertise to
actively support its growth.
The lead investor uses the platform to seek other investors
who would be prepared to put money into the company
as passive co-investors on the basis of the lead investor’s
recommendation and evaluation.
Interested potential co-investors make their investment
decision based on the lead investor’s evaluation, which
can be shared with them via the platform. The stakes
that they acquire in this manner (or the corresponding
securitised assets) can then be traded on a secondary
market, provided that certain conditions are met. The design of an acceptable price setting mechanism for these
secondary transactions could be based on structures
within the private equity market.89

89 |

Active investors also benefit from larger financing rounds,
which they are able to realise thanks to the involvement of passive co-investors. This approach affords them greater independence from other (currently often foreign) active investors, allowing them to remain in the role of lead investor for longer.
There is also a strong case for passive investors to pay active investors a compensation for their services. Moreover, the secondary market provides investors with an additional exit option
that improves the liquidity of their portfolio – without the company having to be sold.
Passive investors can use the platform to invest directly in
high-tech growth companies without needing any specific knowledge about the technology and market. This allows them to diversify their portfolio. Moreover, the fees for using the platform
are also expected to be lower than for a traditional venture
capital fund. These factors could help to make the venture capital asset class attractive to investors who have hitherto been
reluctant to invest in this area (e.g. foundations). As with active
investors, passive investors will also benefit from greater portfolio
liquidity thanks to the ability to trade their investments on the
secondary market.

See Braun 2019, Braun et al. 2019a.
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Current market
(Venture capital model)

New co-investment platform
with secondary market

Capital usually made available through
traditional venture capital model.

Co-investment mobilises additional capital thanks
to greater transparency and effectiveness.

Exits are an inherent part of the model.

Venture capital funds use their technology assessment
expertise to perform signalling function. They benefit
from ability to realise larger financing rounds and can
also earn a management fee.

Investor interest in direct investment
is growing (especially co-investment
alongside venture capital funds).

The ability to trade investments on a secondary market
(which also applies to venture capital funds) reduces
exit pressure and illiquidity for investors.
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Figure 4: Outline of a new market for private growth capital (Source: Authors’ own illustration based on Braun 2019)
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3.3 Get better at leveraging the
(win-win) potential of cooperation
between growth companies,
established businesses and
academic institutions

Recommendations

and the BMWi’s Digital Hub Initiative could play a particularly
valuable role. The criteria for selecting the right growth companies
should be confined to the composition of their management
teams, the company’s prospects of success, the potential and
scalability of the business idea and the technology’s disruptive
potential.

3.3.2 Strengthen regional innovation clusters
3.3.1 Establish a jump-up initiative for fast-growing
tech companies
In order to better leverage the potential of cooperation between
established businesses, academic institutions and growth companies, a top-level jump-up initiative should be established for
fast-growing, innovative high-tech companies.
This new jump-up initiative should pool the available financial
strength and technical expertise in Germany in a targeted
manner.
A new top-level jump-up initiative for fast-growing, innovative
high-tech companies would serve to promote cooperation between
established businesses, growth companies and academic institutions. It would need to go beyond non-binding networking and
matchmaking at industry contact events, focusing instead on the
systematic and targeted initiation of concrete cooperation between the relevant actors on highly specific technology/cuttingedge themes.
The initiative should promote project-based cooperation between
decision-makers from several established businesses (e.g. chief
technology officers) and hand-picked high-tech growth companies
on concrete issues (e.g. how can as-a-service business models
based on a particular new technology be implemented in practice?). Experienced tech scene entrepreneurs and the relevant
venture capitalists should also be able to participate, both by
contributing their expertise and potentially also by being prepared
to invest their own capital in promising ventures. Leading academic experts in the relevant fields should also be included in
the partnership.
The key to the success of the proposed jump-up initiative is to
choose the right partners. In order to ensure that the best participants are selected, a professional support function will need to
scout and pre-evaluate potential companies and individuals. In
this regard, the expertise and networks of institutions such as
acatech, the joint Center for Digital Technology and Management
(CDTM) of the Technical University of Munich and Ludwigs-Maximilians-Universität München, the UnternehmerTUM from the
Technical University of Munich, the “it’s OWL” leading-edge cluster

Regional innovation clusters promote networking between growth
companies, established businesses, academic institutions and investors involved in new technological developments by providing
them with opportunities and spaces to meet each other. When
these actors are all located in close proximity to each other it becomes easier to build the personal contacts that help to get joint
projects and concrete partnerships off the ground. It is also easier
to link such innovation clusters to the activities of venture capitalists.
Universities are often at the centre of successful innovation clusters. Accordingly, the establishment and strengthening of professional entrepreneurship centres at universities throughout
Germany is a key strategy for strengthening innovative ecosystems.
These centres tend to be most successful when they adopt a market-oriented approach, are decoupled from traditional university
structures, have their own legal status and ensure the targeted
inclusion of industry. At the Technical University of Munich, for
example, entrepreneurial education, start-up advice and start-up
support are largely provided through the Center for Innovation
and Business Creation called UnternehmerTUM. It is decoupled
from the academic side of the university. The centre has its own
legal status, recruits experienced, professional personnel from
leading consultancies and industry, provides its own training for
some 2,000 students a year through its entrepreneurship programmes and receives strong financial support from industry.
This has helped UnternehmerTUM to become a professional entrepreneurship centre in Germany.

“If another twenty German universities did what
UnternehmerTUM does and launched and accelerated
over fifty scalable tech start-ups a year, Germany would
have one of the highest start-up rates in the world
alongside Israel, China and the US.”
[View of an intermediary]

With the competition called “Exzellenz Start-up Center.NRW”, the
German federal state North Rhine-Westphalia has embarked on
a targeted initiative to strengthen entrepreneurship centres at
27

the region’s universities. Over the next five years, the regional
government will make up to €150 million available to help the
six chosen universities significantly expand their start-up initiatives
and become centres of regional start-up ecosystems.
In the German federal state Hessen, universities, government and
industry have been pursuing a joint master plan for the “Startup
Region Frankfurt Rhine-Main” since the beginning of 2017. Furthermore, in 2016 the cross-university TechQuartier has been
founded, a start-up hub that supports the development of growth
companies primarily through networking with established businesses, co-working and access to capital and talent. The next
stage is to scale up existing initiatives – including a new €250
million growth fund (initiated, among others, by the WerteStiftung)
and further centralizing single entrepreneurship-activities.

3.3.3 Optimise conditions at universities to
increase the number of high-tech start-ups
Germany has several top-quality engineering research institutions.
However, their potential in terms of establishing new (high-tech)
start-ups is not being fully leveraged, among other things because
the incentive systems and conditions for encouraging academics
to develop practical applications for their knowledge are either
lacking or in some cases counter-productive.

“We need incentives for professors to get more involved in
start-ups – they should be able to share their knowledge and
share in the profits. At Berkeley and Stanford, for example,
professors are involved in AI start-ups. They have a financial
interest and also contribute their knowledge as consultants
and technical developers. That would be unthinkable in Germany because of the damage it would do to their academic
reputation.”
[View from academia]

90 |

See acatech 2018a.
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See acatech 2018b.
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There are two areas in particular where action will be required to
improve the conditions at universities:
1. Universities should have transparent regulations and efficient
procedures for resolving questions about the rights and responsibilities of academics who wish to start a company and
engage in entrepreneurial activities in parallel with their role
at the university. In this context, “entrepreneurial activities”
means that the founder of the business has and retains a relevant equity interest in the company. Stanford University, for
example, has drawn up guidelines on best practices for faculty start-ups that seek to provide guidance and a stable
framework for striking the right balance between the promotion of entrepreneurship and the prevention of conflicts of interest with research and teaching.
2. Universities should also use and value the number of spinoffs as one of the key quality criteria for their technological
science90, since this is an important indicator of the successful
transfer of academic research into industrial practice. acatech
also recommends that, particularly in the technological sciences, universities should continue to appoint experts from
industry to professorships and increase the number of such
appointments.91 This recommendation explicitly includes successful start-up founders and entrepreneurs – they enrich research and teaching with their specific knowledge and
experience and they can also perform a valuable brokering
and networking function between academia, start-ups, established businesses and investors. In doing so, they can make
an important contribution to strengthening the growth finance ecosystem.
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Appendix A: Abbreviations
Abbreviation
AI
B2B
B2C
BDI
BMBF
BMWi
bn
BVDS
BVK
CDTM
CEPR
Ed./Eds.
EDC
e.g.
EIB
EIF
ERP
etc.
FIR
HTGF
IE.F
IHK
IoT
IPO
LTSE
M&A
mn
N.B.
p.
PE
R&D
SME
USA
VDMA

Full form
artificial intelligence
business-to-business
business-to-consumer
Federation of German Industries
Federal Ministry of Education and Research
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
billion
Association of German Foundations
German Private Equity and Venture Capital Association
Center for Digital Technology and Management
Center for Economic Policy Research
Editor(s)
European Data Cooperative (pan-European statistics platform)
exempli gratia (for example)
European Investment Bank
European Investment Fund
European Recovery Program
et cetera
Forschung. Innovation. Realisierung (Institute for Industrial Management at RWTH Aachen University)
High-Tech Gründerfonds
Internet Economy Foundation
German Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Internet of Things
Initial Public Offering
Long-Term Stock Exchange
Mergers and Acquisitions
million
nota bene
page
Private Equity
research and development
small and medium-sized enterprise
United States of America
Mechanical Engineering Industry Association in Germany
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Insufficient access to capital for high-tech growth companies is one of
the key weaknesses of Germany’s innovation system. This weakness is
becoming a serious competitive disadvantage, especially in the context
of the radical technological innovation, new business models and rapid
growth demanded by the digital transformation.
In a joint project with KfW and Deutsche Börse, acatech brought together a range of actors from the financial sector with high-tech growth
companies and representatives of academia and industry in order
to carry out a detailed analysis of the status quo and formulate
recommendations for government, academia and industry.
The study’s recommendations are not confined to the mobilisation
of traditional venture capital. They also highlight alternative forms of
financing and in particular the interfaces between high-tech growth
companies, established businesses and academic institutions. These
interfaces are one important key to build a strong competitive position
in Germany with regard to industrial digitalisation.

